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Abstract

Gender bias is largely recognized as a prob-001
lematic phenomenon affecting language tech-002
nologies, with recent studies underscoring that003
it might surface differently across languages.004
However, most evaluation practices adopt a005
word-level focus on a narrow set of occupa-006
tional nouns under synthetic conditions. Such007
protocols overlook key features of grammatical008
gender languages, which are characterized by009
morphosyntactic chains of gender agreement,010
marked on a variety of lexical items and parts-011
of-speech (POS). To overcome this limitation,012
we enrich the natural, gender-sensitive MuST-013
SHE corpus with two new annotation layers:014
POS and agreement chains. On this basis, we015
conduct multifaceted automatic and manual016
evaluations for three speech translation models,017
trained on varying amounts of data and differ-018
ent word segmentation techniques. Our work019
sheds light on model behaviours, gender bias,020
and its detection at several levels of granularity021
for English-French/Italian/Spanish.022

1 Introduction023

As Matasović (2004) posits: “Gender is perhaps024

the only grammatical category that ever evoked025

passion – and not only among linguists.” That is026

because, in the case of human entities, masculine or027

feminine inflections are assigned semantically, i.e.028

in relation to the extra-linguistic reality of gender029

(Ackerman, 2019; Corbett, 1991, 2013). Thus, gen-030

dered features interact with the – sociocultural and031

political – perception and representation of individ-032

uals (Gygax et al., 2019), by prompting discussions033

on the appropriate recognition of gender groups034

and their linguistic visibility (Stahlberg et al., 2007;035

Hellinger and Motschenbacher, 2015; Hord, 2016).036

Such concerns also invested language technologies037

(Sun et al., 2019; Cao and Daumé III, 2020), where038

it has been shown that automatic translation sys-039

tems tend to over-represent masculine forms and040

amplify stereotypes when translating into grammat- 041

ical gender languages (Savoldi et al., 2021). 042

Current evaluation practices for assessing gender 043

bias in both Machine (MT) and Speech Transla- 044

tion (ST) commonly inspect such concerning be- 045

haviours on synthetic benchmarks and by focus- 046

ing on a restricted set of occupational nouns only 047

(Stanovsky et al., 2019; Escudé Font and Costa- 048

jussà, 2019; Renduchintala et al., 2021). Also, 049

when relying on lexically richer natural bench- 050

marks, the designed metrics still work at the word 051

level, treating all gender-marked words indiscrimi- 052

nately (Alhafni et al., 2020; Bentivogli et al., 2020). 053

Accordingly, current test sets and protocols: i) do 054

not allow us to inspect if and to what extent differ- 055

ent word categories participate in gender bias, ii) 056

overlook the underlying morphosyntactic nature of 057

grammatical gender on agreement chains, which 058

cannot be monitored on single isolated words (e.g. 059

en: a strange friend; it: una/o strana/o amica/o).1 060

We believe that fine-grained evaluations includ- 061

ing the analysis of gender agreement across differ- 062

ent parts of speech (POS) are relevant not only to 063

gain a deeper understanding of bias in grammati- 064

cal gender languages, but also to inform mitigating 065

strategies and data curation procedures. 066

Toward these goals, our contributions are as fol- 067

lows. (1) We enrich MuST-SHE (Bentivogli et al., 068

2020) – the only natural gender-sensitive bench- 069

mark available for MT and also ST – with two lay- 070

ers of linguistic information: POS and agreement 071

chains.2 (2) In light of recent studies exploring 072

how model design and overall perfomance interplay 073

with gender bias (Roberts et al., 2020; Gaido et al., 074

2021), we rely on our manually curated resource 075

to compare three ST models, which are trained 076

on varying amounts of data, and built with differ- 077

1To be grammatically correct, each word in the chain has
to be inflected with the same (masculine or feminine) gender
form, similar to number agreement (see “*a dogs barks”).

2The resource will be released upon paper acceptance.
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ent segmentation techniques: character and byte-078

pair-encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016). We079

carry out a multifaceted evaluation that includes080

automatic and extensive manual analyses on three081

language pairs (en-es, en-fr, en-it) and we consis-082

tently find that: i) not all POS are equally impacted083

by gender bias; ii) translating words in agreement084

does not emerge as a systematic issue; iii) ST085

systems produce a considerable amount of neutral086

rewordings in lieu of gender-marked expressions,087

which current binary benchmarks fail to recognize.088

Finally, in line with concurring studies, we find089

that iv) character-based systems favour morpholog-090

ical and lexical diversity when translating gender091

phenomena.092

2 Background093

While research in Natural Language Processing094

(NLP) initially prioritized narrow technical inter-095

ventions to address the social impact of language096

technologies, we are recently attesting a shift to-097

ward a more comprehensive understanding of bias098

(Shah et al., 2020; Blodgett et al., 2020). Along099

this line, focus has been given to bias analysis in100

models’ innards and ouputs (Vig et al., 2020; Costa-101

jussà et al., 2020b), and to ascertain the validity of102

bias measurament practices (Blodgett et al., 2021;103

Antoniak and Mimno, 2021; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al.,104

2021). Complementary evidence suggests that –105

rather than striving for generalizations – gender106

bias detection ought to incorporate contextual and107

linguistic specificity (González et al., 2020; Ciora108

et al., 2021; Matthews et al., 2021; Malik et al.,109

2021; Kurpicz-Briki and Leoni, 2021), which how-110

ever receives little attention due to a heavy focus111

on English NLP. Purported agnostic approaches112

and evaluations (Bender, 2009) can prevent from113

drawing reliable conclusions and mitigating recom-114

mendations, as attested by monolingual studies on115

grammatical gender languages (Zhou et al., 2019;116

Gonen et al., 2019) and in automatic translation117

scenarios (Vanmassenhove et al., 2018; Moryossef118

et al., 2019). Unlike English, grammatical gender119

languages exhibit an elaborate morphological and120

syntactic system, where gender is overtly marked121

on numerous POS (e.g., verbs, determiners, nouns),122

and related words have to agree on the same gender123

features. Still, current corpora and evaluation prac-124

tices do not fully foreground systems’ behaviour125

on such grammatical constraints.126

WinoMT (Stanovsky et al., 2019) represents127

the standard corpus to evaluate gender bias in 128

MT within an English-to-grammatical gender lan- 129

guage scenario. It has been progressively enriched 130

with new features (Saunders et al., 2020; Kocmi 131

et al., 2020), and adapted for ST (Costa-jussà et al., 132

2020a). While this resource can be useful to di- 133

agnose gender stereotyping at scale, it excludes 134

languages’ peculiarities since it is built on the con- 135

catenation of two corpora designed for English 136

monolingual tasks – WinoGender (Rudinger et al., 137

2018) and WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018) – which 138

consist of synthetic sentences with the same struc- 139

ture and a pre-selected occupational lexicon.3 To 140

increase variability, Troles and Schmid (2021) ex- 141

tend WinoBias by accompanying occupations with 142

highly gender-stereotypical verbs and adjectives. 143

Their evaluation though, still only considers the 144

translated professions as to verify if the co-occuring 145

words might skew the models’ assumptions. How- 146

ever, gender-marking involves also several other, 147

so far less accounted POS categories, but whether 148

they are just as problematic is not clear yet. 149

Existing bilingual (Alhafni et al., 2021), and 150

multilingual (Bentivogli et al., 2020) natural bench- 151

marks, instead, are manually curated as to identify 152

a variety of gender phenomena specifically mod- 153

eled on the accounted languages. As a result, they 154

maximize variability to inspect whether transla- 155

tion models yield feminine under-representation 156

in real-world-like scenarios (Savoldi et al., 2021). 157

However, since this variability is not mapped into 158

fine-grained linguistic information, evaluations on 159

such corpora do not single out which instances 160

may be more responsible for gender bias. Finally, 161

by considering each word in isolation, they ne- 162

glect the underlying features of gender agreement, 163

which determine the grammatical acceptability of 164

the translation. To the best of our knowledge, only 165

two works have currently interplayed issues of syn- 166

tactic agreement and gender bias. Renduchintala 167

and Williams (2021) designed a set of English sen- 168

tences involving a syntactic construction that re- 169

quires to translate an occupational term according 170

to its unequivocal “gender trigger” (e.g. that nurse 171

is a funny man). While they find that MT struggles 172

even in such a simple setting, they only inspect the 173

translation of a single disambiguated word (nurse) 174

rather than a whole group of words in agreement. 175

Closer to our intent, Gaido et al. (2020) analyze the 176

3Levy et al. (2021) recently created BUG on natural En-
glish data, but still it is limited to the evaluation of occupations.
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output of different ST systems and note that their177

models seem to wrongly pick divergent gender in-178

flections for unrelated words in the same sentence179

(e.g. fr: En tant que chercheuseF , professeurM )180

but not for dependency-related ones (e.g. it: [la181

classica studentessa asiatica]F ). Although limited182

in scope, their observation is worth being explored183

systematically. We thus conduct the very first study184

that intersects POS, agreement, and gender bias.185

3 MuST-SHE Enrichment186

In light of the above, a fine-grained evaluation of187

bias focused on POS and gender agreement re-188

quires the creation of a new dedicated resource.189

Rather than building it from scratch, we add two190

annotation layers to the existing TED-based MuST-191

SHE benchmark (Bentivogli et al., 2020).4 Avail-192

able for en-es/fr/it, it represents the only multilin-193

gual MT/ST GBET5 exhibiting a natural variety of194

gender phenomena. In the reference translations,195

each gender-marked word – corresponding to a neu-196

tral expression in the source – is annotated with its197

alternative wrong gender form (e.g. en: the girl left;198

it: la<il> ragazza è andata<andato> via). Thus,199

MuST-SHE allows the identification of numerous200

and qualitatively different grammatical gender in-201

stances under authentic conditions. Furthermore,202

the target languages covered in MuST-SHE (es, fr,203

it) are particularly suitable to focus on linguistic204

specificity. In fact, as Gygax et al. (2019) suggest,205

accounting for gender in languages with similar206

typological features allows for proper comparison.207

3.1 Phenomena Categorization208

Parts-Of-Speech. We annotate each target209

gender-marked word in MuST-SHE with POS in-210

formation. As shown in Table 1 (a-c), we differ-211

entiate among six POS categories:6 i) articles, ii)212

pronouns, iii) nouns, iv) verbs. For adjectives, we213

further distinguish v) limiting adjectives with mi-214

nor semantic import that determine e.g. possession,215

quantity, space (my, some, this); and vi) descrip-216

tive adjectives that convey attributes and qualities,217

e.g. glad, exhausted. This distinction enables to218

neatly sort our POS categories into the closed class219

of function words, or into the open one of content220

words (Schachter and Shopen, 2007). Since words221

from these two classes differ substantially in terms222

4Version 1.2: https://ict.fbk.eu/must-she/
5Gender Bias Evaluation Testset (Sun et al., 2019).
6Some POS categories (e.g. conjunctions, adverbs) are not

considered since they are not subject to gender inflection.

PARTS-OF-SPEECH

(a) SRC As one of the first women...
REFfr En tant que l’unePron des premièresAdj−det femmes..

(b) SRC As a child growing up in Nigeria...
REFit Da bambinoNoun cresciutoV erb in Nigeria.

(c) SRC Then an amazing colleague...
REFes Luego unaArt asombrosaAdj−des colega...

AGREEMENT

(d) SRC I was the first Muslim homecoming queen,
the first Somali student senator...

REFes Fui [la primera reina musulmana] del baile,
[la primera senadora] somalí estudiantil...

(e) SRC She’s also been interested in research.
REFit E’ [stata anche attratta] dalla ricerca .

(f) SRC I also became a high school teacher.
REFfr Je suis aussi [devenu un professeur] de lycée.

Table 1: MuST-SHE target gender-marked words an-
notated per POS and [agreement chains].

of variability, frequency, and semantics, we reckon 223

they represent a relevant variable to account for in 224

the evaluation of gender bias. 225

Agreement. We also enrich MuST-SHE with lin- 226

guistic information that is relevant to investigate 227

the morphosyntactic nature of grammatical gender 228

agreement. Gender agreement, or concord (Cor- 229

bett, 2006; Comrie, 1999), requires that related 230

words match the same gender form, as in the case 231

of phrases, i.e. groups of words that constitute a 232

single linguistic unit.7 Thus, as shown in Table 233

1, we identify and annotate as agreement chains 234

gender-marked words that constitute a phrase, such 235

as a noun plus its modifiers (d), and verb phrases 236

for compound tenses (e). Also, structures that in- 237

volve a gender-marked (semi-) copula verb and its 238

predicative complement are annotated as chains (f ), 239

although in such cases the agreement constraint is 240

“weaker”.8 This annotation let us verify whether a 241

model consistently picks the same gender paradigm 242

for all words in the chain, enabling the assessment 243

of its syntagmatic behaviour. 244

3.2 Manual annotation 245

POS and agreement annotation was manually car- 246

ried out by 6 annotators (2 per language pair) un- 247

dergoing a linguistics/translation studies MA de- 248

gree, and with native/excellent proficiency in the 249

assigned target language. For each language pair, 250

7If agreement is not respected, the unit becomes ungram-
matical e.g. es: *elM buenM ninãF (the good kid).

8Such structure, due to the semantics of some linking verbs,
can enable more flexibility. E.g. in French, Elle est devenueF
unM canardM (She became a duck) is grammatical, although
un canard (a duck) is formally masculine.
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they annotated the whole corpus independently,251

based on detailed guidelines (see Appendix §A).252

For POS, we computed inter-annotator agreement253

(IAA) on label assignment with the kappa coeffi-254

cient (in Scott’s π formulation) (Scott, 1955). The255

resulting values of 0.92 (en-es), 0.94 (en-fr) and256

0.96 (en-it) correspond to “almost perfect” agree-257

ment according to its standard interpretation (Lan-258

dis and Koch, 1977). For gender agreement, IAA259

was calculated on the exact match of the com-260

plete chains in the two annotations. The resulting261

Dice coefficients (Dice, 1945) of 89.23% (en-es),262

93.0% (en-fr), and 94.34% (en-it), can be consid-263

ered highly satisfactory given the more complex264

nature of this latter task. Except for few liminal265

cases that were excluded from the dataset, all dis-266

agreements were reconciled.267

We show the final annotation statistics in Table268

2. Variations across languages are due to inherently269

cross-lingual differences.9 While their discussion270

is beyond the scope of this work, overall these271

figures underscore the so far largely unaccounted272

variability of gender across lexical categories.273

4 Experimental Setting274

Speech Translation models. Our experiments275

draw on studies exploring the relation between276

overall system performance, model size and gender277

bias. Vig et al. (2020) posit that bias increases with278

model size as larger systems better emulate biased279

training data. Working on WinoMT/ST, (Kocmi280

et al., 2020) correlates higher BLEU scores and281

gender stereotyping, whereas (Costa-jussà et al.,282

2020a) shows that systems with lower performance283

tend to produce fewer feminine translations for oc-284

cupations, but rely less on stereotypical cues. To285

account for these findings and inspect the behav-286

ior of different models under natural conditions,287

we experiment with three end-to-end ST solutions,288

namely: LARGE-BPE, SMALL-BPE, and SMALL-289

CHAR (see Appendix B for complete details about290

the models and training setups).291

Developed to achieve state-of-the-art perfor-292

mance, LARGE-BPE models rely on Transformer293

(Vaswani et al., 2017) and are trained in rich data294

conditions (1.25M ASR/ST utterances) by apply-295

ing BPE segmentation (Sennrich et al., 2016). To296

achieve high performance, we made use of: i) all297

9Spanish, for instance, relies less than French or Italian on
the gender-enforcing to be auxiliary, resulting in less gender-
marked verbs (fr: est parti/ie; it: è partita/o; es: se ha ido).

en-es en-fr en-it M-SHE All
POS (tot) 2099 1906 2026 6031

Art 487 325 413 1225
Pronoun 104 61 48 213
Adj-det 118 106 149 373
Adj-des 676 576 448 1700
Noun 607 344 346 1297
Verb 107 494 622 1223

AGR-CHAINS 420 293 421 1080

Table 2: Distribution of POS and agreement chains per
each language and in the whole MuST-SHE corpus

the available ST training corpora for the languages 298

addressed;10 ii) consolidated data augmentation 299

methods (Nguyen et al., 2020; Park et al., 2019; 300

Jia et al., 2019); and iii) knowledge transfer tech- 301

niques from ASR and MT, namely component pre- 302

training and knowledge distillation (Weiss et al., 303

2017a; Bansal et al., 2019). In terms of BLEU 304

score – 34.12 on en-es, 40.3 on en-fr, 27.7 on en- 305

it – our LARGE-BPE models compare favorably 306

with recently published results on MuST-C test 307

data (Bentivogli et al. 202111 and Le et al. 202112). 308

Also built with the same (Transformer-based) 309

core technology, the other systems, SMALL-BPE 310

and SMALL-CHAR, allow for apples-to-apples 311

comparison between the different capabilities of 312

BPE and character-level tokenization, namely: i) 313

the syntactic advantage of BPE in managing sev- 314

eral agreement phenomena (Sennrich, 2017; Ata- 315

man et al., 2019), and ii) the higher capability of 316

character-level at generalizing morphology (Be- 317

linkov et al., 2020). Given the morphological and 318

syntactic nature of gender, such differences make 319

them enticing candidates for further analysis. So 320

far, Gaido et al. (2021) carried out the only study 321

interplaying the two segmententation methods and 322

gender bias, and found that – in spite of lower over- 323

all performance – character tokenization results in 324

higher production of feminine forms for ST. By 325

exploiting our new enriched resource, we intend 326

to further test this finding and extend the analysis 327

to gender agreement. Thus, for the sake of com- 328

parison with (Gaido et al., 2021), we train these 329

systems in the same controlled data environment, 330

i.e. on the MuST-C corpus only. 331

Evaluation method. We employ the enriched 332

MuST-SHE corpus to assess generic performance 333

10We are aware that MuST-C is characterized by a major-
ity (70%) of masculine speakers (Gaido et al., 2020) . For
the other training resources, comprehensive statistics are not
available but we can safely consider them as similarly biased.

1132.93 on en-es, 28.56 on en-it.
1228.73 on en-es, 34.98 on en-fr, 24.96 on en-it.
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and gender translation at several levels of granu-334

larity. Evaluating gender translation under natural335

conditions grants the advantage of inspecting di-336

verse informative phenomena. Concurrently, how-337

ever, the intrinsic variability of natural language338

can defy automatic approaches based on reference339

translations: as language generation is an open-340

ended task, in our specific setting system’s outputs341

may not contain the exact gender-marked words an-342

notated in MuST-SHE. In fact, the released MuST-343

SHE evaluation script (Gaido et al., 2020) first de-344

termines dataset coverage, i.e. the proportion of345

annotated words that are generated by the system,346

and on which gender translation is hence measur-347

able. Then, it calculates gender accuracy as the348

proportion of words generated in the correct gender349

among the measurable ones. As a result, all the out350

of coverage words are necessarily left unevaluated.351

For all word-level gender evaluations (§5.1 and352

§5.2), we compute accuracy as in the official MuST-353

SHE script, while for chain-level gender agreement354

evaluation (§6.1) we modify it to process full agree-355

ment chains instead of single words.13356

Finally, since we aim at gaining exhaustive, qual-357

itative insights into systems’ behaviour, and at en-358

suring a sound and thorough multifaceted evalua-359

tion, we overcome the described coverage limita-360

tion of the automatic evaluation by complementing361

it with a manual analysis of all the words and agree-362

ment chains that remained out of coverage. This363

extensive manual evaluation was carried out via364

a systematic annotation of systems’ outputs, per-365

formed by the same linguists that enriched MuST-366

SHE, who provided the appropriate knowledge of367

both resource and evaluation tasks.368

5 Word-level Evaluation369

5.1 Overall quality and gender translation370

Table 3 presents SacreBLEU (Post, 2018),14 cover-371

age, and gender accuracy scores on the MuST-SHE372

test sets. All language directions exhibit a con-373

sistent trend: LARGE-BPE systems unsurprisingly374

achieve by far the highest overall translation qual-375

ity. Also, in line with previous analyses (Di Gangi376

et al., 2020), SMALL-BPE models outperform the377

CHAR ones by ∼1 BLEU point. The higher overall378

translation quality of LARGE-BPE models is also379

reflected by the coverage scores (All-Cov), where380

13The scripts will be released upon paper acceptance.
14
BLEU+c.mixed+#.1+s.exp+tok.13a+v.1.4.3

BLEU All-Cov All-Acc F-Acc M-Acc
SMALL-BPE 27.6 65.0 64.1 45.8 79.6

en-es SMALL-CHAR 26.5 64.2 67.3 52.8 79.6
LARGE-BPE 34.1 72.0 69.1 52.8 83.6
SMALL-BPE 25.9 55.7 64.9 50.3 78.1

en-fr SMALL-CHAR 24.2 55.9 68.5 57.7 78.2
LARGE-BPE 34.3 64.3 70.9 57.1 83.4
SMALL-BPE 21.0 53.1 67.7 52.3 80.3

en-it SMALL-CHAR 20.7 52.6 71.6 57.2 83.9
LARGE-BPE 27.5 59.2 69.1 52.2 85.4

Table 3: BLEU, coverage and gender accuracy scores
computed on MuST-SHE.

they generate the highest number of MuST-SHE 381

gender-marked words for all language pairs. 382

By turning to overall gender accuracy (All-Acc) 383

though, the edge previously assessed for the bigger 384

state-of-the-art systems ceases to be clear-cut: for 385

en-es and en-fr LARGE-BPE systems outperform 386

the concurring SMALL-CHAR by ∼2 points only – a 387

slim advantage compared to the huge gap observed 388

on BLEU score –, whereas SMALL-CHAR proves 389

the best at translating gender for en-it. 390

We further zoom into the comparison of gen- 391

der translation for feminine (F-Acc) and mascu- 392

line (M-Acc) forms, where we can immediately 393

assess that all ST models are skewed toward a dis- 394

proportionate production of masculine forms (on 395

average, 53.1% for F vs. 81.3% for M). However, 396

focusing on LARGE-BPE models, we discover that 397

their higher global gender accuracy (All-Acc) is 398

actually due to the higher generation of masculine 399

forms, while they do not compare favorably when 400

it comes to feminine translation. In fact, in spite 401

of achieving the lowest generic translation quality, 402

SMALL-CHAR prove on par (for en-es) or even bet- 403

ter (for en-it and en-fr) than LARGE-BPE models at 404

handling feminine gender translation. 405

In light of the above, our results reiterate the im- 406

portance of dedicated evaluations that, unlike holis- 407

tic metrics, are able to disentangle gender phenom- 408

ena. As such, we can confirm that higher generic 409

performance does not entail a superior capacity of 410

producing feminine gender. This does not only 411

emerge, as per Gaido et al. (2021), in the compar- 412

ison of (small) BPE- and char-based ST models. 413

Rather, even for stronger systems, we attest how 414

profiting from a wealth of – uncurated and synthetic 415

(Bender et al., 2021) – data does not grant advan- 416

tages to address gender bias. This motivates us to 417

continue our multifaceted evaluation by taking into 418

account only small models – henceforth CHAR and 419

BPE – that, being trained on the same MuST-C data, 420

allow for sound and transparent comparison. 421
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Figure 1: F vs. M accuracy for closed and open class
words.

5.2 Word classes and Parts-of-speech422

At a finer level of granularity, we use MuST-SHE423

extension to inspect gender bias across open and424

closed class words. Their coverage ranges between425

74-81% for function words, but it shrinks to 44-426

59% for content words (see Appendix C.1). This427

is expected given the limited variability and high428

frequency of functional items in language. Instead,429

the coverage of feminine and masculine forms is on430

par within each class for all systems, thus allowing431

us to evaluate gender accuracy on a comparable432

proportion of generated words. A bird’s-eye view433

of Figure 1 attests that, although masculine forms434

are always disproportionately produced, the gen-435

der accuracy gap is amplified on the open class436

words. The consistency of such a behaviour across437

languages and systems suggests that content words438

are involved to a greater extent in gender bias.439

We hence analyse this more problematic class440

by looking into a breakdown of the results per POS,441

while for function words’ gender accuracy we re-442

fer to Appendix C.2. Table 4 presents results for443

verbs, nouns and descriptive adjectives. First, in444

terms of system capability, CHAR still consistently445

emerge as the favorite models for feminine trans-446

lation. What we find notable, though, is that even447

within the same class we observe evident fluctua-448

tions, where nouns come forth as the most biased449

POS with a huge divide between M and F accuracy450

(52–77 points). Specifically, scores below 50%451

indicate that feminine forms are generated with a452

probability that is below random choice, thus sig-453

nalling an extremely strong bias.454

In light of this finding, we hypothesize that se-455

mantic and distributional features might be a factor456

to interpret words’ gender skew. Specifically, occu-457

pational lexicon (e.g. lawyer, professor) makes up458

for most of the nouns represented in MuST-SHE459

(∼70%). While such a high rate of professions460

in TED data is not surprising per se,15 it singles461

15As TED talks are held by field experts, references to
education and titles are quite common (MacKrill et al., 2021).

Verbs Nouns Adj-des
F-Acc M-Acc F-Acc M-Acc F-Acc M-Acc

en-es BPE 44.4 93.8 21.1 89.0 57.4 80.0
CHAR 60.0 84.2 37.4 89.7 61.2 79.7

en-fr BPE 51.3 79.8 16.4 93.5 50.6 78.6
CHAR 68.4 75.0 27.4 95.3 63.0 81.4

en-it BPE 63.7 83.7 28.6 92.2 62.0 76.7
CHAR 66.7 89.2 33.3 94.3 70.6 84.5

Table 4: F vs. M Accuracy scores per open class POS.

out that professions may actually represent a cate- 462

gory where systems largely rely on spurious cues 463

to perform gender translation, even within natural 464

conditions that do not ambiguously prompt stereo- 465

typing. We exclude basic token frequency by POS 466

as a key factor to interpret our results, as MuST- 467

SHE feminine nouns do not consistently appear as 468

the POS with the lowest number of occurrences, 469

nor do they have the lowest F:M ratio within MuST- 470

C training data. As discussed in §8, we believe that 471

our breakdown per POS is informative inasmuch it 472

prompts qualitative considerations on how to pur- 473

sue gender bias mitigation in models and corpora 474

(Czarnowska et al., 2021; Doughman et al., 2021). 475

5.3 Manual analysis 476

We manually inspect CHAR and BPE system’s out- 477

put on the out-of-coverage (OOC) words that could 478

not be automatically evaluated (see “All-Cov” col- 479

umn in Table 3), which amount to more than 5,000 480

instances. As shown in Table 5, our analysis dis- 481

cerns between OOC words due to i) translation 482

errors (Err),16 and ii) adequate alternative trans- 483

lations (i.e. meaning equivalent) for the expected 484

gender-marked word. Such alternatives comprise 485

instances in which word omission is acceptable 486

(Alt-O) (Baker, 1992), and rewordings through syn- 487

onyms or paraphrases. Since our focus remains 488

on gender translation, we distinguish when such 489

rewordings are generated with correct (Alt-C) or 490

wrong (Alt-W) gender inflections, as well as neu- 491

tral expressions devoid of gender-marking (Alt- 492

N). Note that – with respect to English (Cao and 493

Daumé III, 2020; Vanmassenhove et al., 2021; Sun 494

et al., 2021) – overcoming the structural pervasive- 495

ness of gender specifications in grammatical gender 496

languages is extremely challenging (Gabriel et al., 497

2018a), but some rewordings can enable indirect 498

neutral language (INL)17 (López, 2020). 499

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 2. 500

16Errors range from misspelling to complete gibberish.
17INL relies on generic expressions rather than gender-

specific ones (e.g. service vs. waiter/tress) See §8.
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ERRORS
SRC Robert became fearful and withdrawn.
REFit Robert divenne timoroso e riservato.
OUTit Robert diventò timore e con John.

(Robert became fear and with John)
ALTERNATIVES

Alt-O SRC He was an artist.
REFfr C’était un artiste.
OUTfr C’était (__) artiste.

Alt-C SRC These girls [...], they are so excited...
REFes Estas niñas [...], están emocionadas...
OUTes Estas chicas [...], están entusiasmadas...

Alt-W SRC Mom [...] became manager...
REFit Mamma [...] venne messa a capo di...
OUTit La madre [...] diventò capo di...

Alt-N SRC I felt really good.
REFfr Je me suis senti vraiment bien
OUTfr Je me sentais vraiment bien .

Table 5: Classification of OOC words.

Surprisingly, we find that BPE models – in spite of501

their higher BLEU scores – accumulate more trans-502

lation errors than their CHAR counterparts.18 Con-503

versely, CHAR models generate an overall higher504

proportion of alternatives and, more importantly,505

alternatives whose gender translation is acceptable506

(-N, -C). This suggests that CHAR output is char-507

acterized by a favourable adequate variability that508

conveys both lexical meaning and gender realiza-509

tion better than BPE.510

As a final remark, we find that all systems pro-511

duce a considerable amount of neutral alternatives512

in their outputs. To gain insight into such neutral-513

izations, we audit on which POS they are realized.514

Accordingly, we find that neutralizations of adjec-515

tives and nouns are quite limited, and concern the516

production of epicene synonyms (e.g. en: happy;517

es-ref : contento/a; es-out: feliz). Verbs, instead,518

are largely implicated in the phenomenon, since519

inflectional changes in tense and aspect paradigms520

(e.g., present, imperfective) that do not convey gen-521

der distinctions are feasible (see the -N example522

in Table 5). Such range of alternatives for verbs is523

in fact also reflected by its lowest coverage among524

all POS (as low as ∼32%). Finally, paraphrases525

based on verbs also represent the most frequent526

way to neutralize other POS in the output. Since527

such expressions are suitable, or even preferable,528

for several scenarios (e.g. to substitute masculine529

generics, to avoid making unlicensed gender as-530

sumptions) our finding encourages the creation of531

test sets accounting for such a third viable direction,532

and can shed light on systems’ potential to produce533

INL alternatives.534

18We noticed that CHAR’s lower translation quality may
have to do more with fluency rather than lexical issues.

Figure 2: Proportion of OOC words due to translation
errors and alternative translations per system.

All Feminine Masculine
C W NO C W NO C W NO

en-es bpe 74.3 24.6 1.2 33.9 64.4 1.7 95.5 3.6 0.9
char 78.4 21.0 0.6 42.4 57.6 0.0 96.6 2.6 0.9

en-fr bpe 67.9 31.0 1.2 54.1 45.9 0.0 78.7 19.1 2.1
char 76.7 22.3 1.0 57.5 40.0 2.5 88.9 11.1 0.0

en-it bpe 71.7 27.5 0.7 47.4 50.9 1.8 88.9 11.1 0.0
char 78.5 20.0 1.5 54.2 44.1 1.7 97.4 1.3 1.3

Table 6: Accuracy scores for gender agreement.

6 Gender Agreement Evaluation 535

6.1 Automatic analysis 536

The final step in our multifaceted analysis goes 537

beyond the word level to inspect agreement chains 538

in translation. To this aim, we define coverage as 539

the proportion of generated chains matching with 540

those annotated in MuST-SHE. Then, the accuracy 541

of the generated chains accounts for 3 different 542

cases where: i) agreement is respected, and with the 543

correct gender (C); ii) agreement is respected, but 544

with the wrong gender (W); and iii) both feminine 545

and masculine gender inflections occur together, 546

and thus agreement is not respected (NO). 547

Table 6 shows accuracy scores for all MuST- 548

SHE agreement chains (All), also split into fem- 549

inine (F) and masculine (M) chains. The overall 550

results are promising: we find very few instances 551

(literally 1 or 2) in which ST systems produce an 552

ungrammatical output that breaks gender agree- 553

ment (NO). In fact, both systems tend to be con- 554

sistent with one picked gender for the whole de- 555

pendency group. Thus, in spite of previous MT 556

studies concluding that character-based segmenta- 557

tion results in poorer syntactic capability (Belinkov 558

et al., 2020), respecting concord does not appear 559

as an issue for any of our small ST models. For 560

the sake of comparability, however, we note that 561

our evaluation involves language pairs that do not 562

widely resort to long-range dependencies; this may 563

contribute to explaining why CHAR better handles 564

7



correct gender agreement.19565

Overall, agreement translation was measured566

on a lower coverage (30-50%) – presented in Ap-567

pendix D.1 – than the world-level one (§3). While568

this is expected given the strict requirement of gen-569

erating full chains with several words, we recover570

such a loss by means of the comprehensive manual571

evaluation discussed below.572

6.2 Manual analysis573

Our manual inspection recovers a total of ∼1,200574

OOC agreement chains from CHAR and BPE out-575

put. Similarly to the approach employed for single576

words (§5.3), we discern between OOC chains due577

to: i) translation errors (Err), and ii) alternative578

translations preserving the source meaning. We579

distinguish different types of alternatives. First,580

alternatives that do no exhibit a morphosyntactic581

agreement phenomenon to be judged, as in the case582

of neutral paraphrases or rewordings consisting583

of a single word (NO-chain). Instead, when the584

generated alternative chain exhibits gender mark-585

ings, we distinguish if the chosen gender is correct586

(C), wrong (W), or if the system produces a chain587

that does not respect gender agreement, because588

it combines both feminine and masculine gender589

inflections (NO).590

The outcome of such OOC chains categorization591

is presented in Figure 3. Interestingly, such results592

are only partially corroborating previous analyses.593

On the one hand, unlike the OOC words’ results594

discussed in §5.3, we attest that CHAR models pro-595

duce the highest proportion of translation errors.596

Thus, it seems that CHAR capability in producing597

adequate alternatives is confined to the single-word598

level, whereas it exhibits a higher failure rate on599

longer sequences. On the other hand, by looking at600

alternative chains, CHAR still emerges as the best601

at properly translating gender agreement, with the602

highest proportion of chains with correct gender603

(C), and the lowest one with wrong gender (W).604

Finally, in line with our automatic evaluation605

(Table 6), we confirm that respecting agreement is606

not an issue for our ST models: we identify only607

3 cases (2 for en-fr BPE, 1 for en-fr CHAR) where608

concord is broken (NO). Given the rarity of such609

instances, we are not able to draw definitive conclu-610

sions on the nature of these outliers. Nonetheless,611

we check the instances in which agreement was not612

19Due to space constraints we refer to Appendix D.2 for an
analysis of longer-range cases of subject-verb agreement.

Figure 3: Proportion of OOC chains due to translation
errors or alternative agreement translations per system.

respected (both in and out of coverage). We see that 613

cases of broken concord also concern extremely 614

simple phrases, consisting of a noun and its mod- 615

ifier (e.g. en: talking to [this inventor],...because 616

he; fr: parler à [cetteF inventeurM ]..., parce qu’ 617

il). However, the most common type among these 618

outliers are constructions with semi-copula verbs 619

(e.g. en: She... [became a vet]; it: ...E’ [diventataF 620

unM veterinatrioM ]), which – as discussed in §3.1 621

– exhibit a weaker agreement constraint. 622

7 Conclusion 623

The complex system of grammatical gender lan- 624

guages entails several morphosyntactic implica- 625

tions for different lexical categories. In this paper, 626

we underscored such implications and explored 627

how different POS and grammatical agreement are 628

involved in gender bias. To this aim, we enriched 629

the MuST-SHE benchmark with new linguistic in- 630

formation, and carried out an extensive evaluation 631

on the behaviour of ST models built with differ- 632

ent segmentation techniques and data quantities. 633

On 3 language pairs (en-es/fr/it) our study shows 634

that, while all POS are subject to masculine skews, 635

they are not impacted to the same extent. Respect- 636

ing gender agreement for the translation of related 637

words, instead, is not an issue for current ST mod- 638

els. We also find that ST generates a considerable 639

amount of neutral expressions, suitable to replace 640

gender-inflected ones, which however current test 641

sets do not recognize. Overall, our work reiterates 642

the importance of dedicated analyses that, unlike 643

holistic metrics, can single out system’s behaviour 644

on gender phenomena. Accordingly, our results are 645

in line with previous studies showing that, in spite 646

of lower generic performance, character-based seg- 647

mentation favours feminine translation at different 648

levels of granularity. As our MuST-SHE extension 649

is available for both ST and MT, we invite MT 650

studies to start from our discoveries and resource. 651
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8 Impact statement652

In this paper, we evaluate whether and to what653

extent ST models exhibit biased behaviors by sys-654

tematically and disproportionately favoring mascu-655

line forms in translation. Such a behavior is prob-656

lematic inasmuch it leads to under-representational657

harms by reducing feminine visibility (Blodgett658

et al., 2020; Savoldi et al., 2021).659

Broader impact. While the focus of this work is on660

the analysis itself, our insights prompt broader con-661

siderations. Specifically, our investigation on the re-662

lation between model size/segmentation technique663

and gender bias provides initial cues on which mod-664

els and components to audit and implement toward665

the goal of reducing gender bias. This, in particular,666

may be informative to define the path for emerging667

direct ST technologies. Also, our results disaggre-668

gated by POS invite reflections on how to intend669

and mitigate bias by means of interventions on670

the training data. In fact, while it is known that the671

MuST-C corpus (Cattoni et al., 2020) used for train-672

ing comprises a majority of masculine speakers,20673

the fact that certain lexical categories are more674

biased than others suggests that, on top of more675

coarse-grained quantitative attempts at gender bal-676

ancing (Costa-jussà and de Jorge, 2020), data cura-677

tion ought to account for more sensitive, nuanced,678

and qualitative asymmetries. These also imply how,679

rather than only how often, gender groups are repre-680

sented (Wagner et al., 2015; Devinney et al., 2020).681

Also, while nouns come forth as the most prob-682

lematic POS, current practices of data augmenta-683

tion based on a pre-defined occupational lexicon684

may address stereotyping (Saunders and Byrne,685

2020), but do not increase the production of other686

nonetheless skewed lexical categories. Overall, our687

enriched resource21 can be useful to monitor the688

validity of different technical interventions.689

Ethic statement. The use of gender as a variable690

(Larson, 2017) warrants some ethical reflections.691

Our evaluation on the MuST-SHE benchmark692

exclusively accounts for linguistic gender expres-693

sions. As reported in MuST-SHE data statement694

(Bender and Friedman, 2018),22 also for the subset695

of sentences that contain first-person references23696

(e.g. I’m a student), speakers’ gender information697

20https://ict.fbk.eu/must-speakers/
21It will be released under the same CC BY NC ND 4.0

International license as MuST-SHE.
22https://ict.fbk.eu/must-she/
23Category 1 in the corpus.

is manually annotated based on the personal pro- 698

nouns found in their publicly available personal 699

TED profile, and used to check that the indicated 700

(English) linguistic gender forms are rendered in 701

the gold standard translations. 702

While our experiments are largely limited to 703

the binary linguistic forms represented in the used 704

data, to the best of our knowledge, ST natural lan- 705

guage corpora going beyond binarism do not yet 706

exist.24 This is also due to the fact that unlike 707

English – which finds itself for several cultural 708

and linguistic reasons as a leader of change toward 709

inclusive forms (Ackerman, 2019) – Direct Non- 710

binary Language based on neomorphemes (Shroy, 711

2016; Papadopoulos, 2019; Knisely, 2020) is non- 712

trivial to fully implement in grammatical gender 713

languages (Hellinger and Bußman, 2001; Gabriel 714

et al., 2018b) and still largely object of experimen- 715

tation (Redazione, 2020; Attig and López, 2020). 716

However, our manual evaluation expands to the 717

possibility of INL strategies that could be detected 718

in system’s output. We underscore that such strate- 719

gies are recommended and fruitful to avoid the 720

gendering of referents, but are to be considered 721

as concurring to – rather than replacements of – 722

emerging linguistic innovations (López, 2020). 723

Lastly, we signal that direct ST models may 724

leverage speakers’ vocal characteristics as a gen- 725

der cue to infer gender translation. Although the 726

potential risks of such condition do not emerge in 727

our setting we endorse the point made by Gaido 728

et al. (2020). Namely, direct ST systems leverag- 729

ing speaker’s vocal biometric features as a gender 730

cue can entail real-world dangers, like the cate- 731

gorization of individuals by means of biological 732

essentialist frameworks (Zimman, 2020). This can 733

reduce gender to stereotypical expectations about 734

how masculine or feminine voices should sound, 735

and can be especially harmful to transgender in- 736

dividuals, as it can lead to misgendering (Stryker, 737

2008) and invalidation. Note that we experimented 738

with unmodified models for the sake of hypothesis 739

testing without adding variability, but real-world 740

deployment of ST technologies must account for 741

the potential harms arising form the use of direct 742

ST technologies as is. 743

24Saunders et al. (2020) enriched WinoMT to account for
non-binary language. While it is only available for MT, such
annotations consist of placeholders for neutrality rather than
actual non-binary expressions.
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A MuST-SHE Manual Annotation1292

POS and agreement chains annotations were car-1293

ried out on MuST-SHE reference translations. To1294

ensure precision, the two layers of linguistic in-1295

formation have been added i) in the course of two1296

separate annotation processes; ii) following strict1297

and comprehensive guidelines.1298

A first version of the guidelines was written by1299

an expert linguist based on a preliminary manual1300

analysis of a MuST-SHE sample. Successively,1301

such guidelines have been refined and improved1302

by means of discussions with the annotators, who1303

had carried out a trail annotation round to get ac-1304

quainted with MuST-SHE language data. Here, we1305

provide the link to the final version of POS and1306

agreement chains annotation guidelines:1307

https://bit.ly/3CdU50s1308

The 6 annotators were all interning students un-1309

dergoing a MA degree in Linguistics/Translation1310

Studies, who were selected among other 120 can-1311

didates. We ensured that at least one annotator per1312

language was a native speaker. Since the annota-1313

tions were carried out in the course of this more1314

extensive curricular internship, there was no task-1315

associated compensation.1316

B ST Models1317

In this section we describe in detail the ST models1318

created for our study, whose source code will be1319

publicly released upon acceptance of the paper.1320

B.1 Architecture1321

The architecture of our ST models is composed of1322

two strided 2D convolutional layers with 64 3x31323

kernels, followed by a Transformer (Vaswani et al.,1324

2017) with 11 encoder layers and 4 decoder layers.1325

The two 2D convolutions reduce the length of the1326

input sequence by a factor of 4, allowing the pro-1327

cessing by the Transformer encoder layers that have1328

a quadratic memory complexity with respect to the1329

input length (because of the self-attention mecha-1330

nism). The weights of the encoder self-attention1331

matrices are biased to be close to 0 for elements far1332

from the matrix diagonal (i.e. for elements that are1333

far from the considered vector) with a logarithmic1334

distance penalty (Di Gangi et al., 2019). In both1335

encoder and decoder Transformer layers, we use 81336

attention heads, 512 embedding features, and 20481337

features for the feed-forward inner-layers. The1338

resulting number of parameters is 60M for BPE1339

models and 52M for character-based models.1340

B.2 Data 1341

Since the amount of ST data is limited (i.e. MuST- 1342

C – Cattoni et al. 2020 – and Europarl-ST – Iranzo- 1343

Sánchez et al. 2020), knowledge transfer from the 1344

ASR and MT tasks is leveraged by respectively 1345

initializing the ST encoder with ASR pretrained 1346

weights (Weiss et al., 2017b; Bansal et al., 2019) 1347

and by distilling knowledge from a strong MT 1348

teacher (Liu et al., 2019). The ASR model used 1349

for the pretraining has been trained on Librispeech 1350

(Panayotov et al., 2015), Mozilla Common Voice,25 1351

TEDLIUM-v3 (Hernandez et al., 2018), and the 1352

utterance-transcript pairs of the ST corpora and 1353

of How2 (Sanabria et al., 2018). The teacher MT 1354

models, instead, are trained on a subsample of the 1355

Opus (Tiedemann, 2016) repository, filtered using 1356

the cleaning pipeline of ModernMT.26 1357

SpecAugment is applied to the source audio with 1358

probability 0.5 by masking two bands on the fre- 1359

quency axis (with 13 as maximum mask length) 1360

and two on the time axis (with 20 as maximum 1361

mask length). Time stretch (Nguyen et al., 2020) 1362

alters the input utterance with probability of 0.3 1363

and stretching factor sampled uniformly for each 1364

utterance between 0.8 and 1.25 is also used to alter 1365

the input audio. The target text was tokenized with 1366

Moses.27 We normalized audio per-speaker and 1367

extracted 40 features with 25ms windows sliding 1368

by 10ms with XNMT28 (Neubig et al., 2018). 1369

The LARGE-BPE model is trained on all the avail- 1370

able (ST and distilled) data for a total of ∼1.25M 1371

pairs, while the SMALL-BPE and SMALL-CHAR 1372

are trained only on the MuST-C data for a total of 1373

250-275k pairs. The encoder pretraining is used 1374

for all the models. The SMALL-* models are ini- 1375

tialized with the weights of an ASR trained only 1376

on the (audio, transcript) pairs of MuST-C, while 1377

the LARGE-BPE is initialized with an ASR trained 1378

on all the available data. 1379

For the small and large models leveraging BPE, 1380

we employed 8k merge rules, while we used a set 1381

of 250-400 characters for the SMALL-CHAR model. 1382

The resulting vocabulary sizes are reported in Ta- 1383

ble 7. 1384

25https://voice.mozilla.org/
26https://github.com/modernmt/modernmt
27https://github.com/moses-smt/

mosesdecoder
28https://github.com/neulab/xnmt
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en-es en-fr en-it
Large-BPE 11,940 12,136 11,152
Small-Char 464 304 256
Small-BPE 8,120 8,048 8,064

Table 7: Resulting dictionary sizes.

B.3 Training procedure1385

The models are trained using label smoothed cross-1386

entropy (Szegedy et al., 2016) – the smoothing1387

factor is 0.1 – with Adam using β1=0.9, β2=0.981388

and the learning rate is linearly increased during the1389

warm-up phase (4k iterations) up to the maximum1390

value 5 × 10−3, followed by decay with inverse1391

square root policy. The dropout is set to 0.2. Each1392

mini-batch consists of 8 samples, we set the update1393

frequency to 8, and we train on 4 GPUs, so a batch1394

contains 256 samples.1395

The LARGE-BPE training is performed in three1396

consecutive steps. First, we train on synthetic data1397

obtained by automatically translating the ASR cor-1398

pora transcript with our MT model (Jia et al., 2019).1399

Second, we fine-tune on the ST corpora. In both1400

these training phases the model is optimised to1401

learn the output distributions of the MT teacher1402

(via word-level knowledge distillation). Lastly, the1403

model is fine-tuned on the ST corpora using label-1404

smoothed cross entropy. Trainings are stopped after1405

5 epochs without improvements on the validation1406

loss and we average 5 checkpoints around the best1407

on the validation set. In the rich-data condition1408

case, as we did not see benefits by the average of1409

the checkpoints, we used the best checkpoint in-1410

stead. As a validation set we rely on the MuST-C1411

gender-balanced dev set (Gaido et al., 2020).1412

Our code is built on the Fairseq library (Ott et al.,1413

2019) and trainings are performed on 4 K80 GPUs,1414

lasted 4 days for the MuST-C-only trainings and1415

12 days for the rich-data models.1416

C Word-level Evaluation1417

C.1 Coverage per open and closed class words1418

Figure 4: F vs M coverage per open and closed class
words.

As we can see in Figure 4, function words have 1419

a higher coverage than content words. This is ex- 1420

pected given the limited variability and high fre- 1421

quency of functional items in language. Instead, 1422

the coverage of feminine and masculine forms is on 1423

par within each class for all systems, thus allowing 1424

us to evaluate gender accuracy on a comparable 1425

proportion of generated words. 1426

C.2 Gender accuracy per closed class POS 1427

Art Pronoun Adj-det
F-Acc M-Acc F-Acc M-Acc F-Acc M-Acc

en-es bpe 51.35 70.0 52.0 84.9 49.1 86.1
char 53.5 68.4 51.7 85.7 59.3 91.2

en-fr bpe 52.0 69.2 65.5 78.3 82.9 79.5
char 50.8 68.6 54.2 77.3 79.1 78.6

en-it bpe 47.2 74.6 75.0 71.4 50.9 81.8
char 52.2 76.8 52.9 77.8 61.8 83.3

Table 8: F vs. M accuracy scores per closed class POS.

As we can see in Table 8, CHAR’s otherwise at- 1428

tested advantage over BPE is not consistent for 1429

function words, where we find variations across 1430

POS and languages. Such variations may be due 1431

to the fairly restricted amount of MuST-SHE pro- 1432

nouns and limiting adjectives (Adj-det) on which 1433

accuracy can be computed in MuST-SHE (see Ta- 1434

ble 2), which make very fine-grained evaluations 1435

particularly unstable. Additionally – since the 1436

present POS evaluation still remains at the word 1437

level – we are not able to ponder whether gender 1438

translations for modifiers (i.e. articles, determiners) 1439

is to some extent constrained by the content words 1440

they refer to. We intend to explore such hypothesis 1441

in future work by intersecting POS and agreement 1442

annotations. 1443

D Agreement Evaluation 1444

D.1 Agreement coverage 1445

Figure 5: F vs M chains coverage

Figure 5 shows coverage of fully generated 1446

agreement chains split into feminine (F) and mas- 1447
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SRC A young scientist that I was working with ..., Rob, was..
REFit [Un giovane scienziato] con cui lavoravo ..., Rob, è stato..

Table 9: Example of subject-verb agreement in MuST-
SHE.

culine (M) forms. Although we attest notable vari-1448

ations across languages and gender forms, overall1449

masculine and feminine chains are both produced1450

at comparable rate.1451

D.2 Manual analysis of subject-verb1452

agreement1453

Considering long-range dependencies that go be-1454

yond the phrase level, a gender relevant co-1455

variation is also that of subject-verb agreement,1456

as the one shown in Table 9 (see also footnote 1).1457

To account for such longer spans, we considered1458

all MuST-SHE sentences where both i) a word (or1459

chain) functioning as a subject, and ii) its referring1460

verb or predicative complement are annotated as1461

gender-marked words in the references. We iden-1462

tified 55 sentences for en-es, 54 for en-fr and 411463

for en-it, and we manually analyzed all the corre-1464

sponding systems’ outputs.1465

We found that, even in the case of dependen-1466

cies within a longer range, systems largely respect1467

agreement in translation and consistently pick the1468

same gender form for all co-related words. In fact,1469

we identified only 4 cases where concord is broken:1470

1 case each for BPE and CHAR for en-es and en-it,1471

and none for en-fr. Among these 4 cases, we found1472

the above discussed weaker gender-enforcing struc-1473

tures (see the description of (semi-)copula verbs1474

and their predicative complements in §6.2), and we1475

also detected what resembles agreement attraction1476

errors (Linzen et al., 2016). Namely, the model1477

does not produce a verb or complement in agree-1478

ment with its actual (but distant) subject, as other1479

words intervene in the sentence and agreement is1480

conditioned by the verb/complement’s preceding1481

word: as a results, subject-verb agreement is not1482

respected. The following (long) sentence is an ex-1483

ample of such an attraction error, where the comple-1484

ment desperate is inflected in the same masculine1485

and plural form as its just preceding noun rather1486

than the chain functioning as subject (the nurse).1487

(en-src) I watched in horror heartbreaking footage of the
head nurse, Malak, in the aftermath of the bombing, grab-
bing premature babies out of their incubators, desperate
to get them to safety, before she broke down in tears.
(es-CHAR: Vi una imagen horrible desgarradora de la
enfermera (F., sing.) mi laguna, en los ratones después
del bombardeo, agarrando a los bebés permaturos fuera
de sus incubadores (M., pl.) desesperados(M., pl.) por
hacerlos...

1488

Such kind of agreement issues have more to do 1489

with overall syntactic capacity of ST models, rather 1490

than being implicated with gender bias. We can 1491

thus conclude that, even taking into account longer 1492

dependencies, agreement still does not emerge as 1493

an issue entrenched with gender bias. 1494
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